
The Green lights Program: Progress to Date an lessns learned

Green Lights is a voluntary program sponsored by the u.s. Environmental Protection Agency. Its goal is
to prevent pollution by encouraging major organizations to adopt energy-efficient throughout their
facilities nationwide within a five year period. Green Lights has recruited over 500 and is
supporting their implementation efforts with a variety of technical tools and support services. Several
barriers to energy-efficient lighting were identified during the of the Green
the paper describes the program's method of surmounting those discusses the lessons ..........<l.Illo~LJUIl. ......_ ..

and identifies directions for future effort.
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The Environmental Protection Agency's Green Lights
J§J'1l"'r"O'"I"O'M"'!l was launched in January 1991. The program's

is to pollution by major U.S.
ms:tltllt1()nS--OIUSllne:sses .. governments, and other organiza
tions--to use energy-efficient lighting. Because lighting is
such a consumer of electricity (about 25% of the
national total) and so wasteful (more than half the

used for is wasted inefficient
teCJnnC.lO~rv and energy-efficient lighting
offers a substantial to prevent pollution, and to
do so at a 1990)0 upgrades reduce
electric biBs and maintenance costs and increase lighting

investments in lighting
Partners 20-30% rates of return per

To The orld of En~~r(1'v"'E:ttl(~meiltlighting
1990

The environmental and energy crises of the last 20 years
focussed considerable attention on the benefits of efficient
lighting energy useo Manufacturers introduced a wide
variety of efficient lighting which offered
comparable or superior performance compared with
garden-variety hardwareo Numerous governmental, utility,
PUI)nC~-m.lerles[.. and manufacturing organizations prOlmo,ted
the use of energy-efficient products, with some success 0

These programs typically included education of the public
and the "trades", literature distribution, free or reduced
cost distribution of efficient
sophisticated codes and standards, and legislative or
regulatory initiatives to force the use of efficient

If .t::lo'"QI·Il"'t"lf'1ltr._ot-...·~n"ll~·~~ 1]J~htUlg

tllr'OU2h()ut the Nation wherever the nation's
demand for in the year 2000 would be cut
over 225 billion to 4-7 % reductions in the
emissions of carbon sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen
oxides of State, 1992). In terms of
carbon lighting offers the same
pOJJut:ion nre~vel1t1(:U1 01DD()rttunl-:V as taking 42 million cars

pnl11V!~UP.l"t of one-third of the U.So fleet.

the environmental benefits of energy in
every kilowatt-hour of not used

Drt~Vents the emission of 1~5 of carbon dioxide
most 5.8 grams of sulfur
dioxide (a of acid and 205
grams of oxides ('oreC1JlfS()r to both acid rain and

as well as the attendant upon and
and of nn'n'i31''ll''1I'''IIIQnt

in of the
H1TP'_r""i"'~.Pl> costs of efficient Jl.A,..,....lIl .............Jiw>

Green DrCtmc~tes energy-efficient lighting by asking
institutions to a Memorandum of Understand-

with the in this the signatory
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system are ignored or passed over in favor of less
lucrative, but higher visibility projects. As a result,
institutions pay needless overhead every year, reducing
their own competitiveness and that of the country. And,
wasteful electricity use is a particularly senseless source of
pollution.

(3) In the is
usually working, and any are traditionally
viewed as an expense, despite the fact that they are
actually an investment that is frequently more profitable,
and lower risk, than any other investment the company
might makee Even where lighting investments are
demonstrably more lucrative than other
COInp~m1C~S will sometimes have different "hurdle rates"
for different ldnds of investments: a low one for core
business investments, and a higher one (paradoxically) for
lower-risk cost-cutting investments. Smaller businesses
and agencies frequently have no capital to
spare for any and accept paying a

oplera.tmJ~ overhead year after year.

(2) Information and Expertise: Lighting technologies and
design strategies are diverse and sometimes complex. To
arrive at an energy-efficient lighting solution for a
particular space requires accurate, comparable information
about dozens of lighting technologies, design ability, and
an investor's eye for long-term profit Unfortunately,
information is often scarce or is frequently
overlooked in favor of outdated "cookie-cutter" solutions,
and few institutions focus on lighting as a profit (rather
than cost) center.

(5) Fragmented Selling: Most manufacturers
produce and market only one ldnd of product: lamps,
ballasts, and so on. the lighting
purchaser needs composed of many different
products, and need f'system thinking" from their vendors.
Vendors, in turn? are frustrated the low priority

(4) There is often no incentive to
upgrade lighting systemse For example, a typical lease in
a master-metered building requires the tenant to pay a

rent, which includes a pro-rata share of the
chargese If that tenant wanted to upgrade

the and reduce their
consumption, the lease would need re-negotiation to allow
pass-through of the savings. In addition, without direct
metering, it is difficult to validate the exact amount of
savings due to that tenant. Contrawise, with an of the

charges passed through to the tenants, the owner
rarely sees it in his interest to install more efficient
lighting systems when the building is first built, especially
if the building is to be sold soon after commissioning 8

..IIl...II.JI...,,,,,,,"Il,,,ll.. the lowest first-cost system is chosen.

technologies, only modest inroads could be claimed by the
end of 1990. For example, the 34W "energy saver" fluo
rescent tube had captured one-third to one-half of the
4-foot fluorescent market, but the higher quality (and
more efficient) "T-8" lamp's market share lingered in the
single digits. The standard magnetic ballast had been
eliminated from production by Federal law, but the most
efficient option remaining on the market--the high fre
quency electronic ballast--had captured only a small
market share in competition with the cheaper efficient

and cathode-cutout baHasts. Compact
fluorescent lamp shipments were growing rapidly, but stiH
represented a tiny share of the Edison socket market
Control technologies were increasing in popularity, but
most end-users still considered them an unproven novelty

et aL, New construction continued to be
dominated by a lowest-first-cost mentality, cookie-cutter

and appalling maintenance practices.

Formula
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To answer that the EPA staff embarked on a
series of interviews with end-users of

"&-.il,AAilYAV';', etc. Personnel interviewed included
energy, environmental and facilities

managers, maintenance and fmancial In
aO(HtllOn., consultant studies 'were commissioned \............Jl.-.IL'Il.........

Several barriers were

A..JJl.f.:;'.II..U,,'IU.Jij:.; is not a for the
rnaln1r'1lnl ofU8 S. institutions. the province

mana,~eD[1el1lt., ll,gntmg is viewed as just another
overhead item. Because of the low priority assigned to
112,DtUt1g, most facilities are outfitted with the lowest first-

than the lowest cost)
and to the



The most important benefit of the corporate leadership
approach is its ability to mobilize major organizations
around parallel public and private goals. Given the
massive impact that large organizations (such as top
corporations or state governments) have on the lighting
market, corporate leadership offered the opportunity to
leapfrog the American lighting market into the 21st
century.

Working from the CFC phase-out example, a Green
Lights Memorandum of Understanding was drafted and
offered to a small group of companies for review.
Comments were offered, the MOU was and cir
culated for further comment. After a fe"v more review
rounds, consensus emerged on the shape of Green Lights.
Companies would be asked to do all of the efficient
lighting that was profitable, thereby making it, in a quite
literal sense, a no-lose proposition. (This simplified
marketing to a considerable extent compared with other
approaches, such as a Watts-per-square-foot type of test)
Secondly, companies would have complete discretion over
technology choice; given the diversity of facility uses
across the country, it was considered unwise to write
prescriptions from Washington 9 Third, the MOD
cally urged the participants to do nothing that could
compromise quality; the huge savings that
were available with quality, there is no excuse
for permitting to degrade. Finally,
requirements were kept simple: EPA asked the partici-

to submit an annual report which summarized the
kind of information the company would be collecting
anyway 9

(1) signing the Green Memorandum
of Understanding, a corporation's senior management
makes clear that energy-efficient lighting is now one of
the business' high priorities. Authority is granted, budgets
are approved, procedures are streamlined, and staff are
assigned to make the upgrades happen 9 When top deci
sionmakers are involved, the traditional turfsmanship,
bureaucracy, and diffusion of responsibility in large
organizations can be avoided.

(2) Information/Expertise: On November 4, 1991, Green
Lights released its Decision System, the most
sophisticated survey and economic analysis

In the same EPA to remove the barriers
that might stand in the way of successful implementation
of the program. The specific solutions promised by EPA
in the MOU (all of which were implemented in the pro-

first year) include:

(6) Restricted Market: Because energy-efficient lighting
has captured only a tiny fraction of the overall lighting
market, unit prices have often been high compared with
the "garden variety" products they replace. When new
technology is introduced, R&D costs and new factories
have to be amortized, and the unit marketing costs for
low-volume products further raises the price. Distributors
are often reluctant to reserve valuable shelf space for
slower-moving products. Innovations are slow to penetrate
the marketplace. As a result, energy-efficient lighting
hardware has remained expensive, further slowing its
penetration in the marketplace.

assigned to lighting by most major businesses, and by
their lack of understanding of the importance of good
lighting.

The size and complexity of the problem dwarfed the
resources that EPA had available. A search was made for
programmatic options that would play to EPA's strengths
and offer the largest possible multiplier effect for our
effort. EPA sought a catalytic or revolutionary impact.

In the course of discussions with lighting end-users, EPA
developed a menu of programmatic options that could be
used to promote energy-efficient lighting. Some--such as

informational materials, working with the
or establishing demonstration centers--were

deemed but offered little likelihood of a
in lighting. Others--such as working

for reform or improved tax treatment for
11gJtltUl2 upgrades--offered substantial long-term benefits,
but at the of years of arduous effort

DrC~Do:sea aplJrO,aC.ll ot however, promised revolutionary
VO.l1ll1lta:lV corporate by major end-userss

Division had tested this program
the of chlorofluorocarbons

International treaties and U9S. law
OO!Q]~~ of these chemicals to reduce their output of
these ozone-depleting chemicals, but placed no restriction
on consumers 9 EPA approached some of the largest end
users of CFCs and offered to work cooperatively with

on a basis, to speed their exit from CFC-
based technologies. The benefits of working with EPA
were considerable: access to a cooperative research net

reduced operating costs (replacement
tecjtmC~lOJ:~Y has often proved. lower-cost than CFC-based

and recognition from the public as an
environmental leader. The program was highly successful,
with many of the largest CFC end-users joining the
initiative 0
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The program is catalyzing a
rapidly demand for energy efficient
products, with visible on volumes and

New competitors are the ...............a ....".""" ... ' I!'\'Mn01T'i10'

innovative and further price and service
Green and other UtzJltlIJl,g ~4rT... r~ .. "",......... 'll F

program are projected to increase the market share of
energy efficient lighting from its current 5 % to
around 40% 1995 et aL, Prices of some
prC)(1u,cts have been been as much as
25 % in the last 12 and are to continue

as volumes increase
manufacturer

(5) The Green Allies pro
grams have been developed to address this barrier$ Green
Lights Allies are members of the lighting manufacturing
and service industries as well as electric who
Green Lights on terms very similar to those of the Green
Lights Partners $ However, in addition to committing to
upgrade their facilities, Green Lights Allies also commit
to assistEPA and the Green ts Partners successfully

the program. Allies have delivered on this
commitment in a variety of ways: recruiting new Part
ners, providing data to the National Lighting Product
Information Program, helping to design the Decision
Support and advertising their in and
allegiance to the of the Green

lotsensors, and

A second created Green is the National
.i!..JA.fo~""uu.F.. Product Information based at
RenseHaer Institute's Research
Center ~ NLPIP name-brand reports on lighting
halrO",arle.. r-d""',{l&l'~1Mll'lI' dozens of manufacturers and models $

All data are standardized and
anow direct r-n'tnn'!:lln,~nn between for

relevant characteristics~ These are
sent free of to aU Green the
~~ ~

electronic
fluorescent
luminaires~

software available on comparisons with 35 existing
softwares available in 1991)~ The allows a building
surveyor to inventory the current lighting system,
and choose from over a thousand different upgrade
to find the that will be most energy-efficient The
fmancial is done on a Hfe-cycle basis, and allows
the user to aU relevant streams of costs and
................A...... .Ii.Il.......... mcludlng taxes and operation and
maintenance expenses, and the benefits of

The software is offered to
free of charge at a selies of
twice a month around the

Green is also with several pro
fessional societies to build national certification programs
for This will individuals
with troe in to demonstrate their skins
and themselves in the rna.rk~~tp.lac~e~

gra tatus

Recruitment

COlnPJ.ete their

Green had 48 par-
537 institutions had

Unael"stanClJUl,g with EPA to Green
This number includes 238
Government 175

At the end of
tlCl:PalL1tS$ As of
Memoranda of

1)~

21
Manufacturer Allies, 53 .JIi",JJL1'~""'IIUUl\.jiiR, M~ma~elne]lt ComparLV

and 37 Electric Utility AIlies~ (Signatory lists are
found in Table 1.) In addition, 13 trade and professional

have endorsed the program. The current
program collectively own or lease 2~2 billion
square feet of space, about 3 % of the national
total. This is equivalent to all of the office space in New

,"",JlJi..ll""";~_, Washington, Los and Houston
combined.

Green

Implementation

Green has initiated a
standard lease that win remove the

and win encourage to
lan2U~1,ge in lease The program

'j;'ll,....... ..,.,v,,'ll"'ll<f"J2 to accelerate the of sut»me~termg

Partners to submeter their

Green has de'/elc)oe:d
tmEmcmg resources~ First offered in H,::a.t"'1I"111a~1

since been twice~ 'The detailed
information on over 200 programs that offer

rebates and free installations to their customers. It also
nr()Vllf1P:~ a of more than. 75 that can

.......,Ml>,~.>UIlAJ~, shared
tech-

of to aU
via the Green
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effective project manager$ Green
tors have also conducted more
paJrtlC~lp~mt:s' oluuc:tm2;S, either to
survey, or to the company its resources to
Imple~m€~nt Green The program also two
hotlines: the Customer Service Center answers general
questions about the program, and mails out program mate
rials (approximately 2000 envelopes per month), while the
Lighting Services Group operates a hotline for Partners
with technical questions~ Participants also receive a
1l1I"llr~"1t§~ hT newsletter, Finally,
the Green Lights Electronic Bulletin Board came on-line
on March 2, 1992~

in
with the

has been to use the first year or two in

for

The first two years also .ill.JlL'\,...J.u1t..n..... .,

naost cases, sonae tbUs
traJl1llIlg process, and allows staff to ae\relcropro(~eaurt:~s

Years three and four win be the time of
the Green several are

piannJmg national to hire firms that
materials and installation labor for aU of their

Because program participants their progress on an
anniversary basis, only the signatory "classes" of January

1991 have reported thus far. Several non~

have also submitted interim
on their progress to date0 All as of 30,
435 were in the

staff and contractors assist in
Imi:Helrnel1tU:l~ the program~ The program offers two-day
traJlDJjjl~ courses twice a month across the country ~ The

courses feature an intensive introduction to
instruction on the use of the

Decision and ideas on how to be an
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2~ Early Implementation Efforts by Green Lights Participants

issue from being a ff facilities If question into a strategic
management fot" the corporation as a wholee
It is rare for a lighting product manufacturer or service
provider to have access at this level, but government
agencies can usually arrange to meet with vice-presidential
level executives and seek strategic decisions. The altema
tive--seUing each facility on an individual basis--is not an
option for an understaffed governmental agency.

(4) Allies can be found everywhere, and will help in
different measures. The Green Lights Allies (and some
non-Allies) have made a productive contribution for the
most part, but the contribution has been uneven across
companies.. Some have been extraordinary advocates for
the program and for the environment Others are content
to join us for the ride.

(5) Programmatic flexibility is essentiaL Rigid goals,
analytical micromanagement, and burdensome reporting
can stop a voluntary program in its tracks. Green Lights
participants are unanimous is identifying flexibility as one
of the best things about the program. They like being
given a goal, but having the latitude to map their own
road.

force incan be a

lessons Learned

145 minion square feet of
About 22 million square feet

UPJe:ra.de«:t with an average reduction in
Hgjltll1l~ ..........."",..,... A ...... JIl.""'f use of 55% (see Table 2).

Several lessons are
with Green

The burden of the program is diminished if
contact can be made at the senior levels of an organiza
tion. This avoids the "trench warfare" of trying to sen the
"'"V.!Lm......vlJ'&. up the chain of and also translates the

doesn't or at least not loud
Vll....'U.~.IUI.. The financial benefits of energy-efficient lighting
have been known and publicized for years, yet most cor
pOl~atl~ons Jl.~.u,_.JI. .....-- the opportunity.. concerns

louder than money in at least this instance.
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he Future

The first year of Green has validated the basic
pnncllPl~~s of the vo!nnt:a.rv I'n?"'1i"\,...'!l"ot&::l& leadership aPl)fOliCh

to energy not surprisingly, it has raised
tantalizing for the year to come.. The program
has five for the years:

(3) Broaden program participation: Commercial, indus-
and institutional users account for 75 percent of the

Nation"s lighting electricity use; they were the natural first
audience for the Green Lights Program. However, in the
coming year the program will begin outreach to the resi
dential sector, to broaden awareness of the pollution pre
vention benefits of energy efficient lighting..

The program's goal for 1992 is
the recruitment of another 3-5% of the Nation's square

tnr~DUt;~h peer-group direct mail, public
service telemarketing, etc ..

Green Lights participants
have taken on a serious responsibility, and the program
office is committed to making their implementation as
Pf()!ltablle and quality-enhancing as is possible..

(4) Accelerate market transformation: Green Lights win
claim success when the program isn't needed anymore
because a dynamic of continual improvement in the light
ing marketplace will be set into motion.. Lighting will be
done "smart" without any extra effort or thought on the
part of the customer, vendor or lighting consultant..

(5) Explore replication of the program in other technology
areas: Green Lights win not be the last voluntary energy
efficiency program; it will be the prototype for many
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others" the end of 1992, EPA hopes to offer a Green
Buildings program and/or a Green Energy Corporation
program to further the Nation's goal of preventing
pollution"
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